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We are all #ConnectedByTheSun

Battwel Phiri, sales agent from
the Kapula village, Zambia
Photo: Chona Mwemba

Introduction

Dear Friends,
I’m not going to lie, it has been an awful year for the whole world, perhaps the most
tumultuous year any of us can remember. The pandemic still rages. Economies are
struggling to recover. Millions everywhere continue to seek fairness, justice and
simply to put food on the table. The earth meanwhile continues to suffer from years
of exploitation and damage.
Little Sun has taken the global health crisis, the movements for racial justice and the
ongoing global environmental emergency as a call to do more, a moment to stretch
ourselves as far as we can go to be of service.
This year we ramped up deliveries of solar lamps across Africa so that tens of
thousands of children can continue their studies at night. We improved the reach
of health systems by equipping front-line community health workers with solar
phone chargers and bringing solar systems to remote health outposts. We launched
a new portfolio of programs using solar energy for agriculture and small business
development. With support from Little Sun, farmers are using solar to mill rice in
Nigeria, to incubate chickens in Burkina Faso, to preserve crops in Senegal, and to
irrigate fields in Ethiopia. Our mobile-enabled pay-as-you-go effort is making clean
energy affordable and accessible in remote parts of Zambia.

As we head into 2021 with new hope, let’s take the
opportunity to not simply return to business as usual.
All of us, together and as individuals, need to take
responsibility to create a more environmentally
sustainable world by acting with an eye to the
balance of nature and to the rights of all animals
and plants, and of the earth, the sea, and the sky.
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Looking ahead, we are expanding our agriculture work by using solar-powered cold
storage to prevent post-harvest waste, which is a huge food security issue across
Africa. We hope to have prototypes of a small-scale wind turbine spinning early
next year. Meanwhile, keep your eyes open for a completely unique guide to solar
power launching next year, intended to raise consciousness about the need for an
accelerated global transition to renewable energy.
Since I said I wasn’t going to lie, I thought I’d share with you a truth: all of this
is made possible by you… you, the person taking an interest by flipping
through our year in pictures and celebrating our progress; you, our partner
in Africa whose credibility and trust with communities makes this whole
thing work; you, our Little Sun staff who get up every day fighting for a better
world; you, the person who gave someone else the gift of light by purchasing
a lamp; you, the supporter who invested in Little Sun with a philanthropic donation
so that we have the resources to make a difference.
It is because of you that we can bring a little bit of light to this dark world now,
when it is needed more than ever.
We know that the power of solar goes beyond our lamps. An accelerated energy
transition is the key to a regenerative world, one which sees increased fairness,
resilience, and well-being for all. Thank you for taking this journey with us, because
we will only get further if we go together.
John Heller
CEO of Little Sun

Olafur Eliasson, Founder of Little Sun

Photo: Yero Adugna Eticha

Our impact to date

Little Sun’s

Global Impact*
2012-2020

$149,928,314

1,261,441

savings on energy expenditure, cumulatively,
over lifetime of products

23,665

762,223

solar chargers delivered in areas
without electricity

Little Sun products distributed in
regions without electricity

721,384

3,288,186

kerosene lanterns replaced

people with improved access to energy

58,540,388

817,799

extra study hours for school children
living without electricity**

4,740

metric tons of CO2 emissions
avoided over lifetime of products

empowered health workers
* from all Little Sun Originals, Little Sun Diamonds, and Natural Lights distributed
in off-grid areas since 2012. Based on GOGLA, the Standardized Impact Calculator
for the Off-grid Energy Sector. The calculations are based on the product lifespan.
**from Little Sun Foundation’s distributions to school children since 2018.
Based on SolarAid’s Impact Calculator.
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Little Sun products distributed worldwide

COVID-19 RELIEF
& HEALTH
COVID-19 has brought to light the many challenges
confronting health systems around the world. That’s
why we deliver solar chargers to aid health workers
who rely on digital health technology in areas where
electricity access is sparse.

Solar technology offers great benefits in agricultural
and business sectors. Our partners in Africa, like
Solar Development, help to develop innovative
renewable solutions in local communities to
increase crop yields, grow incomes and improve
daily life.

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
In addition to growing economies through innovation
in solar tech, we continue to train sales agents
across the African continent to share the power of
renewable energy and power thriving businesses.

Education continues to be a central pillar of our
work as we continue to distribute lamps to students
who would otherwise have difficulty studying after
dark. With many more students at home due to the
pandemic, this mission became even more urgent
in 2020.

ARTS
& CULTURE
Culture went digital this year. Between Olafur
launching his mobile app featuring kids speaking
up for the planet, online concerts and incredible
exhibitions all over the world, our cultural initiatives
have continued despite this year’s challenges.

SUSTAINABILITY
& CLIMATE ACTION
Little Sun made strides towards increased
sustainability this year, and partnered with climateconscious brands to bring new developments to
the fore.
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FOOD SECURITY
& LIVELIHOOD

EDUCATION

COVID-19 Relief
& Health
As the COVID-19 pandemic started, we
actively increased our commitment to
digital health initiatives across Africa.
Data gathering and communications have
empowered health
been critical to fight the spread of the
workers
pandemic this year. Mobile devices and
apps have become a necessary tool to
improve the quality of services provided by health workers, who can collect
health data with their phones. However, if the electricity infrastructure
is not reliable or existent, keeping electronic devices charged becomes a
struggle, and ultimately, the data collection as well. Equipping community
health workers with a solar-powered phone charger ensures their phone
is fully charged, wherever they are working, and provides long-term better
healthcare.

UGANDA, ETHIOPIA

Two community health workers test the Little Sun Charge
solar powerbank (top). Community health workers train to
use digital tools (bottom right). A school child is using a
charger to do his homework in Uganda (bottom left).
Photos: Alison Wright - BRAC, JSI Ethiopia, BRAC Uganda.
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4,740

COVID-19 Relief & Health

Digital health is changing and improving the
quality of health provision at the last mile but it
can’t work without keeping smartphones charged.
We’ve learnt from community health workers
across Africa that a powerful, portable solar
phone charger is a game changer.

Little Sun
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Mason Huffine, Little Sun’s
Director of Humanitarian Affairs

UGANDA

A community health worker
holds a Little Sun Charge.
Photo: BRAC Uganda

COVID-19 Relief & Health

lights to health workers. Partnering with JSI and BRAC, 648
health workers were equipped with solar energy in Uganda,
Ethiopia and Kenya. 324 solar chargers were donated to
the Regional Health Directorate of Centre-East and CentreSouth regions of Burkina Faso to facilitate the work of
community health workers in the fight against the COVID-19
pandemic. In South Africa, we supported a COVID-19
relief program organized by our partners the Santa Shoebox
Project. With lockdowns sending children home, a lack of
meals became an issue in the midst of the pandemic, which
is why we contributed a donation to the Redhill Literacy
& Food Project’s soup kitchen and provided them with
144 solar lamps for children. Our team in Senegal donated
198 solar-powered chargers to the Senegalese Red Cross,
which gave volunteers in the field better working conditions
and improved reporting metrics when it came to working
with COVID-19 patients and installed solar home systems
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When the pandemic hit, many organizations around the
world pulled together to provide urgently-needed relief. Little
Sun joined those working on the forefront of the COVID-19
response by sending solar-powered phone chargers and

in rural health centers to support health workers in the area
with clean and reliable energy. Meanwhile, in Germany, our
team partnered with Senegalese and Ethiopian designers to
support the public safety measures by offering reusable face
masks via our webshop, as well as distributing masks to frontline community health workers in rural areas.

BURKINA FASO

Our partner Boureima Kabré is at a solar
chargers donation ceremony (top right).
Photo: Little Sun
KENYA
April – November

A community health worker holds up her Little Sun Charge.
SHOFCO works on COVID-19 prevention in 11 slums in Nairobi,
Mombasa and Kisumu. Now 540 chargers help to tackle the poor
electricity infrastructure there and ensure the health worker’s
phones are always fully charged (bottom right).

As part of a COVID-19 emergency relief effort organized by Food
Relief and Santa Shoebox, 270 children in KwaZulu Natal receive
Little Sun Diamonds and food parcels (top and bottom left).

Photo: SHOFCO

Photos: The Santa Shoebox Project
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SOUTH AFRICA
June – October

COVID-19 Relief & Health
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Thanks to the Red Cross donation, Samba, a Fulani
shepherd, also received one of our solar chargers.
His wife, Fatimata, said she could now communicate day
and night with their parents while they travel with the herd.
They could use the charger to light the path for their cows
and have dinner after dusk without fearing the darkness.
Samba said:

This solar charger is wonderful.
If the provider could send us
one that could cook our meals,
we would have nothing to envy
people living in cities.

SENEGAL
June

Our colleagues Fatoumata Ndiaye and Samba Cissokho visit the
Senegalese Red Cross (top left). Three of the 198 Senegalese Red
Cross volunteers who received solar chargers to work after dusk,
light their way home, and charge their phones to share important
information to fight COVID-19 (top right).
Photos: Croix-Rouge Sénégalaise

INTERNATIONAL
June

Ethically-made masks distributed to our webshop
customers and health workers, crafted with traditional
local fabrics in Senegal and Ethiopia by our partners
Ma Tis Design, ApiAfrique, and Sabahar (bottom).
Photos: Ma Tis Design
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COVID-19 Relief & Health

SOLAR HOME SYSTEMS FOR
RURAL HEALTH CENTERS IN
SENEGAL
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With support from the BestSeller Foundation and the Signify
Foundation, Little Sun Senegal installed 53 Solar Home
Systems with three lights and phone charging capacity in very
remote and hard-to-reach rural health centers of Casamance,
in Southern Senegal. Those health centers were selected by
our partner IntraHealth, an NGO contributing to strengthening
the Senegalese Healthcare system. These solar home systems
will greatly ease the work of courageous community health
workers in rural areas, providing COVID-19 prevention, maternal
healthcare and first aid against tropical diseases.

We used to use candles
or flashlights or even had to lend
a smartphone to be able to work
at night. These solar systems will
make our work much easier.
Safiétou Ba, midwife in Djimbana

SENEGAL
December

The Little Sun team installs solar panels
on a health center’s rooftop. (top and right).
Safiétou Ba (bottom left).
Photos: Little Sun
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As the pandemic shifted the National Association of Child
Care Workers’ psychological and education support from
in-person services to using mobile phones, the 1,150 solar
chargers provided to child care workers and their beneficiaries
allow them to stay connected and provide children with
protection and guidance.

SOUTH AFRICA

Beneficiaries from the National Association
of Child Care Workers’ program (top).
Photos: National Association of Child Care Workers

SOUTH AFRICA

In collaboration with One to One Africa’s Enable Programme,
we distributed 108 solar chargers to community health workers
to support them with health checks for expectant mothers
using their mobile health app. In addition, 1,800 mothers living
in remote villages received solar lamps, making sure light is
available in their homes, especially for home births, which have
increased due to the pandemic (bottom).
Photos: One to One Africa
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A solar lamp is the first step of the energy ladder, but solar energy can
contribute so much more to improving the quality of someone’s daily
life. That is why we have been working to provide larger solar-powered
systems to improve farmers’ and entrepreneurs’ livelihoods within the rural
communities. From barbershops to solar theaters, our partners from Solar
Development implemented solar power in rural Ethiopia to strengthen
local economies and generate extra income. They have also been working
to support small farming communities with solar-powered irrigation
systems to increase crop yields. As climate change causes more unreliable
rainfall patterns in the country and population is growing in the country, it
is necessary to help farmers switch from rain-fed to irrigation agriculture.
In Burkina Faso, our partner Boureima Kabré developed his own solarpowered egg incubator, enabling better income and food security for
farmers.

ETHIOPIA
September - October

Little Suns sold at an Ethiopian market (top and middle left).
Installation of the solar barber shop (bottom left).
Photos: Yonatan Dagnachew, Solar Development

BURKINA FASO
September - October

Set up of a solar egg-incubator (bottom right).
Photo: Boureima Kabré
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Food Security
& Livelihood

Food Security & Livelihood

ETHIOPIA

Solar barber shop
Photo: Yonatan Dagnachew, Solar Development
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Economic
Development
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$149,928,314

Even
though
2020
has been one of the
most challenging years
since our inception, our
saved on lighting
teams in West Africa
and phone charging
have managed to work
towards empowering local
entrepreneurs successfully. Our team in Senegal has been busy installing
charging stations, solar home systems, and even solar fans to improve quality
of life, mostly in the Fatick and Tambacounda regions. In Zimbabwe, we
have distributed Natural Lights and Little Sun Original solar lamps to boost
entrepreneurs’ incomes. Not only has it helped families transition from the
use of kerosene for lighting, but it also allowed resellers to buy a machine
to produce peanut butter! In Zambia, we have been working
on training entrepreneurs, installing home systems for
light, refrigerators and TVs, and broadening our
pay-as-you-go initiative – low income families
can now pay for small amounts of electricity
as they use it.

ZAMBIA

Boldwin Phiri (top left), Battwel Phiri
(top right) and Angela Mwanza (bottom
left), sales agents working on spreading
solar in rural areas of Zambia.
Photos: Chona Mwemba

It’s my first time working with a company
that is championing clean energy.
This has changed my life and my family,
because my children are able to study at
night and it gives me and my family good
lighting at night. It’s very convenient for
me. I’m able to charge my phones any
time now using a Little Sun Charge.
Angela Mwanza,
Shimunjile Village

ZAMBIA

Sales agent Angela Mwanza shows a
family how to use the Little Sun Charge.
Photo: Chona Mwemba
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Yobalema sama Xarit:
Carry me with you, my friend.
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Adjaratou Ba
Adjaratou Ba lives in Tambacounda, where heavy rainfall
and increased temperatures have made living conditions
more difficult this year. A fan is a big relief for her and
her family. Speaking to the team, she shared that the
thoughtful design allows her to uninstall and to set it up
wherever she goes, which is why she named it “Yobalema
sama Xarit,” which means “Carry me with you, my friend”
in Wolof.

SENEGAL

Adjaratou Ba (top left) and Awa Mbaye (bottom left)
now use a solar fan in rural Senegal. Our team sets
up a solar home system to brighten the evenings of
a family after dark (bottom right)
Photos: Little Sun

ZIMBABWE

Thanks to Alight, a community-based trust formed
by workers who were sponsored by the NGO Plan
International as children, entrepreneurs continue
delivering Natural Lights to improve livelihood and
make an extra income (top right).
Photo: Alight
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Economic Development

SENEGAL

Solar installer Cheikh puts in a solar panel to enable
a household to have light after dusk.
Photo: Little Sun
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Education
Through solar lamp donations and
workshops, we have been able to
provide light to school children,
extra study hours for
giving them the tools to become
ambassadors for a solar-powered
school children living
future of their own. Thanks to our
without electricity
partner Safer Rwanda, we managed
to distribute Little Suns to schools in
Kamonyi, Rwanda as part of the Solar Schools program just before
COVID-19 forced the government to close all schools for seven months. In
total, we have equipped over 8,000 school children and 150 teachers with
solar lamps and chargers. In Rwanda, we also have continued working with
Hand in Hand for Development and distributed around 650 solar-powered
lamps to children who live without energy access. Meanwhile in Niger,
2,570 students living in refugee camps received a solar light to boost their
ability to study at night and secure a wider spectrum of opportunities in life.
In 2020, we have started working on a solar school and refugee program in
Tanzania with AIIDRO and REDESO that will see full implementation in
2021. Stay tuned!

RWANDA
March

A total of 4,621 new students and 77 new teachers from
12 existing schools receive Little Suns in Kamonyi,
Rwanda before the nation-wide school closure.
Photos: Safer Rwanda
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58,540,388
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Education

Before getting Little Sun, at home, we
had only one lamp torch and most of
the times its batteries were dead. It was
so challenging for me to read or do my
homework. Now, I am so happy to have
my own lamp that doesn’t require my
parents to buy batteries for me. We only
put it under the sun during the day
then it works well in the night. After
helping my mother at home, I sit in my
favorite corner in our house and revise
my studies every night. My dream is to
become a political leader, maybe our
district’s mayor. I want to help everyone
in our region to have access to solar
energy, I think it would help them to
get a better life.
Monique Ishimwe, 16 years, student,
GS St Francois d’Assise Mpushi, Rwanda

RWANDA
December
Photo: Denyse K. Uwera
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Education

RWANDA
December

The distribution of an additional 3,455 Little Sun
Originals and 68 Little Sun Charges as part of the
Solar Schools program in December 2020.
Photos: Denyse K. Uwera
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November

Little Sun

NIGER

Zeinabou is one of the 2,570 students who received a solar lamp
to study at night in Telemces and Intikane, Niger. In these regions,
close to the Malian border, thousands of displaced people are
hosted from the neighboring country. A small solar lamp has
a big impact for refugee families: it is a source of reliable light and
energy, as well as a source of dignity, happiness, and empowerment.
Access to a personal, portable light reduces the risk of violence
against women at night in refugee camps. Solar lights are also
safer and healthier than open flame lamps. They enhance children’s
education by extending hours of study, and they help households
save money. Both teachers and students need reliable and
affordable light in order to successfully study and work, as well
as to secure a wider spectrum of opportunities in life. Thank you
ASB-Niger for actively supporting schooling in the area!
Photos: Nicolas Réméné
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Education

August

PCB, solar panel, LED... What do these terms mean?
In this video, Romane from the Little Sun team takes apart
your favorite solar lamp and explains the technology
within. Follow her steps in this video and discover all the
components inside to become a solar wizard. This activity
is perfect for kids!

Little Sun
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SOLAR TECHNOLOGY 101

GERMANY

Online Workshop: How does solar
technology work? (top)
Photo: Little Sun

BURKINA FASO

5,000 lamps are distributed to honor the best
100 students and 10 teachers from each of
Burkina Faso’s 45 Provinces for the “Days of
Excellency at School” (bottom).
Photos: BETA SARL
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Before museums and galleries closed this year, Little Sun spread the
message of solar energy in museums such as Guggenheim Bilbao
and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Tokyo. But culture
didn’t stop when the pandemic hit. To celebrate Earth Day, Jesse Paris
Smith and Rebecca Foon organized a virtual concert with Pathway to
Paris, where our founder Olafur Eliasson presented his project Earth
Perspectives. Olafur also launched his digital artwork Earth Speakr
this year, giving kids around the world a creative platform to raise their
voice for the climate. In February, our team orchestrated a Little Sunrise
for the Tauw Foundation, bringing some light to the cold winter

in France. In February, the team met Congolese filmmaker Nelson
Makengo, who recently released his film Nuit Debout and discussed
how filmmaking can raise awareness on energy access, together with
None Shakur from Sunshine Cinema at Berlinale Talents in Berlin,
Germany. Together with warfair, The Yemen Journey, and the
incredible artistry of silversmiths in Yemen’s Old City of Sana’a, we merged
ancient tradition and modern technology with the Yemen Lantern this
winter. This longstanding craft, often passed down through generations of
artists, can now be lit with the Little Sun Diamond solar lamp.

JAPAN

Olafur Eliasson - Sunlight graffiti, 2012
Projector, Little Sun lamps, RealSense video camera,
software, tablet computers. Installation view: Museum
of Contemporary Art, Tokyo, 2020
Photo: Kazuo Fukunaga Courtesy of the artist; neugerriemschneider,
Berlin; Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York / Los Angeles
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Arts
& Culture

Arts & Culture

GERMANY
February

Susanne and Rabea from the Little Sun team at
Berlinale Talents panel discussion, together with
None Shakur from Sunshine Cinema and our
friend and filmmaker Nelson Makengo (below).
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Photo: Little Sun

INTERNATIONAL

Earth Speakr is both an app
and an interactive artwork by
Olafur Eliasson. Children can use
augmented reality to give their
voice and facial expressions to
anything, from a tree to a plastic
bottle, inviting adults to listen to
what the children of the world have
to say. (circle and top centre)

UK

Acute Art launched
WUNDERKAMMER, featuring
digital artworks by Olafur. Users
could interact with some amazing
objects, among others, a beautiful
digital Little Sun. (bottom centre)

Photos: Lars Borges
Photo: Little Sun
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE
January

Olafur and Jesse Paris Smith
holding their Little Suns during
the virtual Pathway to Paris event.
(bottom left)

Little Sunrise at an event
organised by the Tauw
Foundation. (bottom right)

Photo: Little Sun, Pathway to Paris

Photo: Little Sun
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Arts & Culture

YEMEN
November

The Yemen Lanterns light up
a table outside.
Photo: The Yemen Journey
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Arts & Culture

Solar energy holds so many exciting
possibilities for our future, especially in
terms of affordable, clean and renewable
energy that could one day power the
world. The integration with the Yemen
lantern is a wonderful reminder that
solar technology can also fuse with — and
even revive — traditions that originated
long ago. In effect, solar powers much
more than homes: It powers art, culture,
livelihoods and hope.
John Heller, CEO

Each lantern is the result of generations of Yemeni artisans
perfecting their work. Sometimes entire families are
involved in their creation, like the family of Khalid Yahya
featured in this video by our partner, The Yemen Journey.
This year’s collaboration resulted in the hiring of ten
additional craftspeople, who worked together to produce
these spectacular lights.

YEMEN
November

The Little Sun Diamond can be placed
on top of the lantern (top). Khalid Yahya
producing a lantern (bottom).
Photos: Little Sun, Warfair, The Yemen Journey
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Sustainability
& Climate
Action
This year, we partnered with Klean
Kanteen to create a sustainable water
bottle featuring the popular design
created for Olafur Eliasson’s exhibition,
metric tons of CO2
In Real Life. Thanks to a collaboration
emissions avoided
with Superranzen, school children
could step into the world of renewables
with a beautiful backpack integrating our Little Sun Original. Last but not
least, we have been exploring more sustainable materials for our
products this year, such as ocean plastics, and new ways to recycle our
lamps — in a creative way!

GERMANY

GERMANY

A school kid skates with
her sustainable solar
backpack (main picture).

Reusable water bottle
in cooperation with
Klean Kanteen (circle).

Photo: Superranzen

Photo: Little Sun
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817,799

Sustainability & Climate Action
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LITTLE SUN PLASTIC
SHELLS TURNED INTO
FOOSBALL PLAYERS
We have been exploring sustainable material alternatives
and conducting research and design projects with different
companies to see what the future holds. Until we find the
best alternative to plastic, we are looking into recycling
broken Little Sun lamps. In a first pilot partnering with
Konglomerat, Little Sun’s plastic shells were melted to
make little foosball players.

Scanned by CamScanner

INTERNATIONAL

Little Sun molds on display at IKEA Design
Democratic Days 2019 (top left). Ocean’s plastic
molding tests (top right). Recycling pilot project to
turn the Little Suns plastic cases into foosball players.
Photos: IKEA, VTech, Konglomerat
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Sustainabilty & Climate Action

Feel the Power of Solar

WE ARE PEOPLE.
WE ARE NOW.

We partnered with the IKEA Foundation this year on
an exciting new research project. Investigating what’s
really needed to shift the dial on climate action and the
acceleration of renewable energy, we spoke with thought
leaders across climate, energy access, communications
and renewables. We analyzed literature and data on
communications theory, climate communications and
psychology and came to the conclusion: To many of us,
solar energy still feels impersonal, technical, inaccessible.
But we have the power to change that.

WE ARE PROGRESS.
WE ARE CONNECTED.
WE ARE UNIQUE.
WE ARE GLOBAL.
WE ARE YOUNG.
WE ARE DIFFERENT.

Little Sun

WE ARE NATURE.

2021 THE YEAR

WE ARE HUMAN.

OF THE SUN

WE ARE TECHNOLOGY.
WE ARE POSSIBLE.
WE ARE POWERFUL.

We want to convert fear to hope and make solar power part
of everyday culture. Together with partners from across the
globe, we want to help everyone feel the true potential of
the sun to power a better system for us all. Big news is on
the horizon: Stay tuned.

WE ARE CHANGE.

We are solar.
You are solar.
I am solar.

Photo: Elijah Hiett
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WE ARE MAKING

Little Sun | In the press

Little Sun创始⼈弗雷德⾥克·欧特森（Frederi ttesen）：我们都
#因太阳联系在⼀起
SZIDF 2020 深圳国际⼯业设计⼤展 前天

I couldn’t resist the artist and I bought a small lamp
for my little boy who is six years old, who now has the
lamp at home. What the artist says, beyond the object,
seduced me a lot. It’s really touching to imagine a child
who will obviously understand, very young, that the
energy can come from the sun

标是
设计与⽣活的关系像不可分割的⼀枚硬币的两⾯，它们的共同基础便是满⾜⼈类所需，追求的⽬ 相互
造福⼈类。蝴蝶的⼀次振翅可以引起⼀连串的边际效应，设计的⼀次⾰新便将你我与世界、⾃然 不断
断从实践中认识
展，就是⼈类不
何⽅。设计的发
关联，⽆论贫穷亦或是富贵，来⾃哪⾥或⼜去向
正体
发展的⾃我，并以这种对⾃我的认识来关怀⾃⼰和他⼈的实践过程。⽽这种⾃我对实践的关怀，
现在⼈们对⾃⼰⽣活世界中的每⼀处⾓落。

PARIS MATCH - 02/07/2

本次峰会我们邀请到了Little Sun创始⼈弗雷德⾥克·欧特森（Frederik Ottesen），将由他为⼤
——“ 我们都 # 因太阳联系在⼀起” 的主题分享。
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David Phelan about our Little Sun Charge in The Independent

L’artiste Olafur
Eliasson à l’origine
du projet solaire
Little Sun.

Quand
le design
se fait
altruiste
Par Sixtine Dubly
@sixtine.dubly

Inédits, collaboratifs, visionnai
res, ces objets climatocompatibles veulent changer
le destin des populatio
ns
les plus fragiles. Mais ils
modifient aussi nos vies.

Le cuiseur solaire,
créé à l’origine pour simplifier
le quotidien des réfugiés.
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This power pack looks brilliant and different from any
other charger. It even has a lamp built in which is bright
enough to find in a kitchen or tent.
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这是⼀颗⼩⼩种⼦在全球萌芽的故事
欧特森，Little Sun创始⼈，同时也是⼀名企业家，他具有机械⼯程和经济学背景，也是

弗雷德⾥克
One of Little Sun’s missions is campaigning for global access to clean
energy.
big support
to员紧密合作，研
this 发了不少项
的⼯程师和⻜⾏
实拥护者。弗雷A德⾥克曾与
可持续技术的忠
途⻜
⽬，例如：世界上第⼀架客运太阳能⻜机（正在投入使⽤）以及⽬前正在开发的⼤型太阳能多⽤
冒险充满了热
endeavour is ongoing media coverage. Thanks to everyone around the
globe
who
featured
our
stories
官。另外，他对
并担任⾸席执⾏
司
年创立了软件公
机。弗雷德⾥克于
全智
情，曾进⾏了为期两年的环球航⾏。回国后，他应丹麦海事研究所管理邀请，担任当地的海事安
throughout 2020 and spread the word about energy access for all! Let’s
share the message of clean
囊团。
energy and bring even more solar to the world in 2021.
·

Solar Flight

1998

Olafur Eliasson is not only an artist, he is also a political
activist. To raise awareness about melting glaciers, he let
centuries-old ice from the poles melt down in front of political
decision centers — where it melted in front of everyone. And a
few years ago he invented the Little Sun, a small mobile lamp
that works with solar power, with which he aims at bringing
light to millions of people in Africa who live in regions and
countries without a functioning power grid.

Matriks A / S

Olafur was interviewed in Die Zeit’s podcast “Alles gesagt”
by Jochen Wegner and Christoph Amend
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Partners
& Donors
Our partners help us deliver lights to those who
need it the most – by supporting us financially,
spreading the message for clean energy or
distributing our solar lights in remote areas.
Thank you!

Special thanks to all of our partners and
health workers, who took significant personal
risk to keep this work going in the face of a
pandemic. You’ve kept communities safe and
brought energy to those who needed it most.
As always, a special thanks also to
Studio Olafur Eliasson for their ongoing
inspiration and support.
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Little Sun Senegal team

Genet Coop

Thank you to everyone, near and far, who has
helped in furthering Little Sun’s solar mission
to bring clean energy to all.

Special thanks to all the interns, solar ambassadors, and
fans around the world for your support throughout 2020.

At home with Little Sun

With the worldwide pandemic and our global team
growing, we managed to stay connected digitally to keep
on spreading solar across the globe.

As our team adjusted to working remotely, we began incorporating
creative exercises to feel more connected during this difficult time.
One of those excercises was to write a group acrostic poem from
the following sun-inspired quotation by British-Zimbabwean novelist
Doris Lessing. Each team member got a word from the poem as
a prompt to write about their relationship with sunlight. They were
then edited together into the text you will find on the right which
we’ve called, “Sun Powered Dream Machine.”

All sanity depends on this: that it
should be a delight to feel heat strike
the skin, a delight to stand upright,
knowing the bones are moving easily
under the flesh.
— Doris Lessing
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Sun Powered
Dream Machine

All life on earth is powered by the Great Light.
Sanity may not be to me what it means to thee,
Depends on the sun light...my mood that is. There is just something about the sun
light that fills me with bliss.
On the sunny side of life I hopefully will drive,
This feeling is full of grace.
That moment, when you wake up from the warmth of the first ray of light in your face.
It makes your skin shine, revealing every cell to the world.
Should not all our days start with a gentle touch from the sun?
Be each crawling crabs floating into the water, enjoying the warmth of the sun,
essences of light, sand, salt, creme.
A light is breaking in, slowly I open my eyes, gently wake up with a smile on my lips.
Delight - full day in the sunshine, powered by the biggest star, feeling millions of
years of energy transform my world every day.
To bask in a safe, warm glow.
Feel: In the current situation of Ethiopia, I don’t feel ease every morning;
the unease feeling really makes my flesh weak.
Heat is all i can feel.
STRIKE! acclaimed the sun, while its tenderous hit agitated this unruly being.
The second you want to get outside.
Skin and lamps are touched by the sun, its energy charges us and our lamps with fun.
A bliss a joy a euphoria a benevolent slow softening saturation baked onto skin
surface blazing feeding melting milking down down down to the bone.
We are solar-powered beings, delighted by this fire in each of our billions cells.
To be me is to be free,
Stand still and appreciate the beauty in nature, the sun light, its warms and the feeling it gives you.
Upright position will help to charge your solar product much quicker,
Knowing what the sun knows.
The knowledge that we have all we need.
Bones feel real, bones feel alive.
Are we listening to what the sun has to say?
Moving, dancing, growing…
Easily with ease I welcome the sun into my heart, as naturally and regular
as the sunrise and sunset.
Under the sun, we are one,
The sun powered dream machines that we are.

WE’RE
LITTLE

SUN

An organization established by
artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer
Frederik Ottesen to spread clean,
affordable solar energy across
the globe. Little Sun is a work
of art that works in life.

We deliver solar lamps to students in Ethiopia so they can study
where there is no electricity at night. We distribute solar phone
chargers to frontline health workers in Tanzania so they can
treat patients in remote communities. We bring solar energy
to farmers and small businesses across Africa to create jobs,
boost livelihoods and generate new opportunities. We work with
artists and cultural leaders to fuse sun and heart, crafting new
narratives that guide humanity to a better future. We partner with
companies, governments, communities, non-profits, and people
everywhere to bring the magic of the sun to everyone.

JOIN

US

If you want to support our work with a donation, please visit

We are all #ConnectedByTheSun

www.littlesun.com

littlesun.com/givelight

/ilovelittlesun

@LittleSun

littlesunenergy

Little Sun

